One of the main problems in constructing sythetic genes is the incorrect hybridisation between the oligonucleotides. The problem is resolved if the sequence uniquely defines the position of the oligonucleotide in the assembled gene. This can be accomplished through the wise partition of dsDNA sequence in the fragments. We describe a program for use in designing such gene assembly. For a given DNA sequence and the approximate location of oligonucleotide boundary it generates all sets of protruding ends that share the smallest homology.
INTRODUCTION
Assembly of genes from synthetic oligonucleotides has become almost routine. Advances in nucleic acid chemistry and instrumentation for automated synthesis has lead to the general use of increasingly longer oligonucleotides. Two ways of constructing synthetic genes has been practiced: i) purely chemical synthesis (1) (2) (3) (4) , in which the whole dsDNA is synthesized (Fig. 1a, 1c) ii) combined chemico-enzymic synthesis (5), in which only a single strand is synthesized with a short overlap to enable priming and pairwise annealing of two neighboring fragments and the rest filled-in with the DNA polymerase (Fig. 1b) The main problem connected with both strategies is unwanted pairing of partially homologous regions between and within the oligonucleotides. It is important how a given dsDNA sequence is divided into the oligonucleotides from which it is to be assembled. Unwanted pairing can be increased or decreased by one or another fragmentation. A third approach to gene synthesis has been introduced (2) which improves the yield of the desired product. The single stranded oligonucleotides are designed to overlap over the most of their length with short protruding ends of 4 to 7 bases left on each side (Fig. 1c) . At high temperature only fragments consisting of long, well matched oligonucleotides form, saturating most of the base pairing potential. At lower temperatures the double stranded oligonucleotides are combined at the short protruding ends without disturbing the longer double stranded regions.
In this case, the problem is reduced to a choice of such protruding ends that are as little homologous as possible. With such short single stranded ends we can use base matches as a good approximation for thermodynamic values. The number of these combinations is still large. However it will be shown that there is an upper limit of the number of fragments that can be assembled in order to satisfy certain criteria (for example the triplets to be unique).
THE ALGORITHM
For each boundary between the fragments, we must choose one of the possible subsequences of length of the protruding end and check whether they are mutually compatible according to our posed criteria. The algorithm systematically searches through the tree of candidates, checking less than all the combinations but not missing any that may lead to a solution. The efficient and economical way to do this is the use of a recursive procedure (10). Various criteria for estimating the acceptability of generated combinations can be employed. Stringency of the conditions should be adaptable, but in general severe enough to allow a reasonable number of results. The algorithm searches successively through all the levels (i.e. all the allowed regions for a boundary between pairs of oligonucleotides) by picking each of subsequences on a given level. If the new candidate for the overlap is sufficiently similar to the subsequences from the previous search (see conditions for the homology) it is rejected and the search continues by moving the frame one base ahead. If the right edge of the boundary is reached, the search returns to the former boundary (lower level of recursion). On the other hand if the subsequence shows no important homology with the collected subsequences it is added to the list and the search continues on the next level (boundary) until a solution is found and all potential combinations have been checked.
Probability
Assuming the equal frequencies of all the nucleotides and their random distribution, the approximate number of possible solutions Ns may be derived as it follows.
The number of possible combinations K as a function of L and R.. For simplicity we assume that L remains the same.
F -number of fragments (oligonucleotides = F-2) subsequences chosen on both strands simultaneously L -length of protruding ends Ri-width of the i-th region where the boundary between the fragments i and i+1 should be positioned The probability P for each combination to satisfy the stringency of the conditions (any protruding end should not share an n-tuple with any other), determined by the number of n-tuples nt nt = 4 n (2) and the number of those n-tuples T (T<nt) on all the protruding ends:
Inserting K and P from (1) and (4) respectively into (5) we get the number of solutions: (3,9). The typical number of fragments in the construction of dsDNA suggested the following conditions ( Fig. 2) : i) unique triplets -allowing 64 combinations ii) unique "stable quartets": bulge or mismatch bound by two base pairs on both sides -allowing 256 combinations. Vectors of dimension 64 and 256 are generated and for each subsequence (overlap) it is checked whether triplets or quartets that it contains are already present and, accordingly, added or erased from the list. It is worth noting that the number of fragments dictates for each mentioned condition the maximal length of the overlap and vice versa (derived from the equations (2) location of boundary for the desired gene assembly (Fig. U) .
Positioning of the left and right edges for the boundaries should be done on the basis of internal homologies, revealed by a program of dot matrix type (11) or any more sophisticated secondary structure prediction algorithm (6,7,12) in order to reduce formation of intramolecular stable secondary structures. The user may specify the length span of the oligonucleotides and the stringency of the search (triplets, quartets with mismatches or bulges, both). The output presents the overlaps and the length of each fragment (Fig. JJ) . Proposed solutions can be tested more rigorously by predicting thermodynamic values for the pairwise interactions between the oligonucleotides of a single solution (program not published). Implementation
The program was written in VAX-11 Pascal V2.0 of Digital Equipment Corporation. It runs on VAX 11/VMS. Version for the IBM PC/XT will be available soon. (Turk et al., 1983) and the codon usage of Escherichia coli. The sequence is divided,to eight regions, bounded by '_' and '»', to denote the beginning and the end of the region where the boundary between the fragments must be positioned. From this region the program searches sets of protruding ends that are least homologous. Assembly of a number of oligonucleotides that could not fulfill our conditions had to be done on the basis of more complex ligation scheme, combining at once only part of the dsDNA. The program is then applied to such groups of fragments and to the combination of longer, already ligated fragments.
